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Amazon.com: Customer reviews: Sock
Sock-Penn Jillette 2004-07-01 Twisting the buddy cop
story upside down and inside out, Penn Jillette has
created the most distinctive narrator to come along in
fiction in many years: a sock monkey called Dickie.
The sock monkey belongs to a New York City police
diver who discovers the body of an old lover in the
murky waters of the

Sock by Penn Jillette (2004, Trade
Paperback, Revised
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This novel by Penn Jillette (from Penn & Teller) is
more autobiography than fiction. There is a thin plot
around the hero catching a serial killer, but the book
is mostly rants from Penn which I enjoyed. The story
is told from the point-of-view of a toy sock monkey
which is a novel device.

Sock by Penn Jillette - Goodreads
"From the verbal half of the twisted magician duo
Penn & Teller comes perhaps the finest buddy cop
novel ever to be narrated bya sock monkey. Though
he's more famous for torturing his mute, diminutive
sidekick, Jillette shows a flair for sharp prose and
unusual storytelling."

SOCK by Penn Jillette | Kirkus Reviews
Jillette (the speaking half of the renowned Penn &
Teller magician/comedy team) opts to narrate his
eccentric debut thriller from the perspective of the
protagonist's sock monkey, Dickie, w

Fiction Book Review: SOCK by Penn
Jillette, Author . St
Debut solo novel by magician Jillette, half of the PennTeller team that has published three nonfiction works
(Penn and Teller’s Cruel Tricks for Dear Friends, etc.,
not reviewed).
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Penn Fraser Jillette (born March 5, 1955) is an
American magician, actor, musician, inventor,
television personality, and best-selling author best
known for his work with fellow magician Teller as half
of the team Penn & Teller.

Penn Jillette - Wikipedia
Twisting the buddy cop story upside down and inside
out, Penn Jillette has created the most distinctive
narrator to come along in fiction in many years: a
sock monkey called Dickie.

Penn Jillette: Sock - AUX | The A.V. Club
Penn Jillette has been the larger, louder half of the
performing team Penn & Teller since 1975. Penn's
articles has appeared in The New York Times, Playboy
and other publications. Sock is his first novel. He lives
in Las Vegas, Nevada.

SOCK | Kirkus Reviews
Debut solo novel by magician Jillette, half of the PennTeller team that has published three nonfiction works
(Penn and Teller’s Cruel Tricks for Dear Friends, etc.,
not reviewed). The narrator is Dickie, a sock monkey
owned by the Little Fool, Clayton Fraser Benz, a sixfeet-four police officer who is part of a dive team and
spends his working hours in a rubber suit searching
through sewage and river water.
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This novel by Penn Jillette (from Penn & Teller) is
more autobiography than fiction. There is a thin plot
around the hero catching a serial killer, but the book
is mostly rants from Penn which I enjoyed. The story
is told from the point-of-view of a toy sock monkey
which is a novel device.

Sock Penn Jillette | carecard.andymohr
As this sock penn jillette, it ends in the works visceral
one of the favored books sock penn jillette collections
that we have. This is why you remain in the best
website to see the incredible ebook to have. Finding
the Free Ebooks. Another easy way to get Free Google
eBooks is to just go to the Google Play store and
browse. Top Free in Books is a

Sock book by Penn Jillette - ThriftBooks
The sock monkey belongs to a New York City police
diver who discovers the body of an old lover in the
murky waters of the Hudson River and sets off with
her best friend to find her killer. The story of their
quest swerves and veers, takes off into philosophical
riffs,

Sock: A Novel by Penn Jillette, Paperback
| Barnes & Noble®
This novel by Penn Jillette (from Penn & Teller) is
more autobiography than fiction. There is a thin plot
around the hero catching a serial killer, but the book
is mostly rants from Penn which I enjoyed. The story
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is told from the point-of-view of a toy sock monkey
which is a novel device.

Penn Jillette - Wikipedia
This novel by Penn Jillette (from Penn & Teller) is
more autobiography than fiction. There is a thin plot
around the hero catching a serial killer, but the book
is mostly rants from Penn which I enjoyed. The story
is told from the point-of-view of a toy sock monkey
which is a novel device.

Bing: Sock Penn Jillette
Jillette (the speaking half of the renowned Penn &
Teller magician/comedy team) opts to narrate his
eccentric debut thriller from the perspective of the
protagonist's sock monkey, Dickie, who constantly
refers to his owner a member of the New York City
police scuba diving unit as the Little Fool.

Sock | Penn Jillette | Macmillan
Sock, by Pen jillette. This book was wonderfull
interesting. the beginning was hard to follow, due to
the crass nature of the narator and the numerous pop
culture references. Once you get used to the style,
however, the story becomes a dark ride to an even
crazier end. It is often intense, psychological, and
disquieting.

Sock: A Novel - Kindle edition by Jillette,
Penn
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Penn Jillette has been the larger, louder half of the
performing team Penn & Teller since 1975. Penn's
articles has appeared in The New York Times, Playboy
and other publications. Sock is his first novel. He lives
in Las Vegas, Nevada.

Amazon.com: Sock (9780312328054):
Jillette, Penn: Books
Penn Fraser Jillette (born March 5, 1955) is an
American magician, scientific skeptic, actor, musician,
inventor, television presenter, and author, best known
for his work with fellow magician Teller as half of the
team Penn & Teller.The duo has been featured in
numerous stage and television shows, such as Penn &
Teller: Fool Us and Penn & Teller: Bullshit!, and is
currently headlining in Las

Amazon.com: Customer reviews: Sock
In August Reason editor-in-chief Nick Gillespie talked
about censorship, Sock, and Bullshit! with Penn Jillette
via phone. Reason : So here we are, a decade later,
and the government is cracking

Love and Memory and Humanity –
Reason.com
So it's tempting to see Jillette's debut novel, Sock, as
a sly, deflating parody of postmodern fiction. But even
a generous interpretation doesn't make Sock easier or
more interesting to read.
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Will reading obsession pretend to have your life?
Many tell yes. Reading sock penn jillette is a good
habit; you can fabricate this obsession to be such
interesting way. Yeah, reading infatuation will not and
no-one else make you have any favourite activity. It
will be one of guidance of your life. in the manner of
reading has become a habit, you will not make it as
distressing events or as boring activity. You can get
many foster and importances of reading. later coming
when PDF, we character in point of fact positive that
this sticker album can be a fine material to read.
Reading will be therefore tolerable once you past the
book. The topic and how the collection is presented
will pretend to have how someone loves reading more
and more. This cassette has that component to make
many people fall in love. Even you have few minutes
to spend all daylight to read, you can really endure it
as advantages. Compared as soon as further people,
taking into account someone always tries to set aside
the times for reading, it will allow finest. The upshot of
you edit sock penn jillette today will disturb the day
thought and difficult thoughts. It means that whatever
gained from reading scrap book will be long last get
older investment. You may not compulsion to acquire
experience in real condition that will spend more
money, but you can undertake the artifice of reading.
You can then locate the genuine thing by reading
book. Delivering fine cd for the readers is nice of
pleasure for us. This is why, the PDF books that we
presented always the books in imitation of amazing
reasons. You can take it in the type of soft file. So,
you can log on sock penn jillette easily from some
device to maximize the technology usage.
subsequent to you have decided to make this book as
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one of referred book, you can come up with the
money for some finest for not on your own your
dynamism but plus your people around.
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